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ABSTRACT

The present study was designed to determine the differences
in attitudes of normal hearing and hearing-impaired .'parents toward
*

-

,|

«5ain* creaming of their hearing-inr-a tred -children;.

*

In addition to

‘attitudinal information, subjects were also questioned regarding their
educational background, their child's education, and factors deter
mining school placement.
Analysis of the responses revealed.:
■ 1.

The majority (75 percent) of hearing parents agreed with
mainstreaming, while the hearing-impaired parents tended
to he neutral (60 percent) or disagreed with mainstreaming
(AO percent).

2. • Seventy-five pence t of ’the hearing parents mainstreamed
their child into public schools and 100 percent of the
hearing-Impaired parents did not mainstream their children
but had them enrolled in residontin 1 schools.
3.

All of the hearing parents and HO percent of the hearingimpaired (...rents felt they woold educate their child In
the same school system if they had to make the choice

ago in.
•I.

V'hun choosing educat ihna j placemontj, both groups felt that
a decision must he based on.-t.li.' needs nl the individual

i

child and that mainst rearning is not. La the best interest
of all hearing-impaired children.
5.

Both groups vere most influenced by the child's
personality,

the school facilities, and the school

location when determining school placement.

The

percentage of hearing, parents influenced by these
factors include:

child's personality (80 percent),

school facilities (92 percent), and school location
(80 percent).
6.

A majority of all the children in thip study attended
schools which did not utilize tutors or notetakers.
Interpreters were not utilized as often for the children
of hearing parents as -for those of thb hearing-impaired
parents.

7.

Hearing-impaired children- 'el hearing-impaired parents
wo.r ■ less involved in programs, such as preschool*
daycare, and/or speech and language services prior to
O
'
entering school *Tian were the hearing-impaired children
of hearing parents.

CHAPTER

INTRODUCTION AND .REVIEW OE LITERATURE

.

Introduction

Tho current trend in education in the United States is the
integration of handicapped children into public schools.

This

integration c-r tnsirstreaming, as it is often referred to. has steadily
increased in visibility since 1975.
Congress determined in 1975 that more than one-half of this
nation's eight million handicapped children were not receiving
-appropriate, educational services (Dubow, 1,977) .

In November of 1.975,

President Gerald Ford signed the Education Cor All Handicapped Act
(McCartney, 1989).

The Act is general l.y referred d

us Public Law

99-J.42 and ensures the right of all handicapped children to a "free
appropriate" education.
P.L. 94-192 was designed 'with four purposes:
1.

2.
3.
4.

To assure that all 'handicapped Children have available to
them a free appropriate public education which onipliar,ixes
special education and 'related services designed to meet
their unique needs;
To assure that the rights of. handicapped children and their
parents or guardians are protected;
To help states and localities pay for the education of all
handicapped children;
And to assure and assess the effectiveness of the educational
program, (Dubow, 1977, p. 4fi8,> .

1

These purposes were established under the provision ot a least
restrictive environment.

Dubov i 1977) describes ilhe least restrictive

environment stated in Section 012 (5) .(B) as:
Procedures to assure that to the maximum extent appropriate,
handicapped children . . . are educated with children who arc
not. handicapped, and that, special classes, sepata’e school tin:
tssuch that education in regular classes with the use of
supplementary aids and services cannot he achieved satistuccori ly
(p. 468.),
It can be seen from this definition that •tpa insti earning Is
often not considered the least restrictive environment.. This concept
is as individual anil unique as the child who is receiving services
either .in public or residential schools.

Each child must be individu

ally evaluated and a decision based solely on his or her own needs.
. The idea of least restrictive environment adds a n *w
dimension, to our View of mainstreaming.

Gonzales! (1980) suggests

that ’'mainstreaming does not mean and never did mean the full time
placement of every hearing-impaired student; in a program, with heart 7g
students in regular classes" (p. 16).
The purpose of the present study was to a.-sess ‘.he diffe.renc,e
in attitudes of normal hearing and hearidg-impaited parent . towards
mainstreaming of their hearing-impaired

:iii’ ! en.

Review of Literature
Advantages of

ret.ming

.Although not evaiy child is able to b e 'nu instrearned, there are
a number of advantages l'or those who are.

I.ynas (1980) state s that

one of the main advent ages it a more s t.Imvi la ting envi ronment.

The re

is a wider choice of <urricuhiT. and tlie level ot ex pec ta t ion s by
tv

:

3
Conway (1979) mid Ross (1978) both state that mainstreaming
offers -more social opportunities.

These opportunities are at least

as important as speech, language, and academics a:> they lead to
interaction with normal hearing pebple.

Tills interaction may in turn

facilitate better speech and language (McCartney, 1984).
*

7,.‘

'

•>*

Family

**, ’

life may also be enhanced by social factors as the child can live at
home in his usual environment.

i

Mainstreaming is beneficial-not only to the hearing-impaired
but also to the nonhanuicapped student and the general public.

It

allows the public a chance to understand and become more familiar with
the hearing-impaired and hearing losses in general. ([Gonzales,

i'.Mu;

Lvnas, 1980).
it was previously stated that mainstreaming is not in the best
interest of all individuals.

There are numerous fact ora which need

to he assessed to determine educational placement as well as its
future success.

The following factors influence academic progress and

f a d Litate successful mainstreaming.

Factor.

1nvplvvd •in Successful Mainstreaming
One of the major components that facilitates successful

mainstreaming is communicative competence.

Pf 1astejr’s (.1980) study

found oral communication to be the single most outstanding factor
related t>> the academic performance of hearing-impaired children in
regular schoo.lt*.

This is -apparent as a regular classroom is a highly

verbal -environment.

It is helpful for hearing-impaired children in

this setting to have a high degree ol spoken and wi it ten language in
order to keep up academical 1-y (Gonzales,

1980).

This is not to say that only oral communication skills are
important.

It is necessary to use every method of communication

available with hearing-impaired,children.

Many hearing parents seem

to ue reluctant to use manual communication With t.iieir hear ingimnairec' children for feat of them not developing adequate
communication skills.

Ibis is not necessarily the case as many deal

children with deaf parents are more advanced in their communication
skills through the use of sign language than hearing-impaired children
with normal hearing parents.

This seems due to the fact that deal

parents ..re more prepared for the diagnosis tpf deafness than are
hearing parents and begin earlier communication with their children
than do normal hearing parents (Altshuler,

1074).

While .communicatLon skills are indeed necessary,

it is

important to remember that there are relatively few tests that
accurately aescss the language of the hearing-impaired.

Many of the

tests available were developed for the hearing population which
causes difficulty in interpreting the results for the hearing-impaired
(Mullen, 1987*).
Another factor that needs consideration is age.

Chronological

age is the variable c!v • is most strongly related to. reading level
which in turn has an impact on academic performance (Pilaster,

1980).

The closer the he ring-impaired child is in' nge to his hearing peers
the less social frustration he will experience.

Tills does not mean

that a child should be passed from grade to grade without academic
achievement in order to- remain with children his own age.
need to he informed that the

Toe*her.

‘ar1y performance .of hearing-irapairod

5
children is often greater than that o': their hearing peers (Ross,
1978).

The hearing-impaired is often ahead of his peers due to

exposure to readiness skills gained from formal programs such as
speech services or preschool (Mullen, 1984).

If these children are

not carefully monitored they may lose the "head.start" they have
achieved and possibly fall behind academically.
The chronological age is not the only important age factor.
The age of the child at the onset of the hearing loss must also be
considered.

The child who is born deaf or who acquires a loss before

speech and language skills are developed may encounter more
difficulties in Che public school setting.

This lack of exposure to

speech arx! language will often cause a greater academic delay because
of the highly verbal environment chat is present in the schools.

It

is necessary for p child. to be able to understand language to succeed
iu school.
In contrast to this, the child who develops a hearing loss
after speech and-language are acquired has an advantage over the
prelingually hearing-impaired individual for the simple reason that
he has had some exposure to speech and language,

Jn general,

the

later the.age of onset and the greater the exposure to expressive
and receptive verbal language, the more likely a child is to be
successfully integrated and achieving aerdemic success (Gonzales,
if
*1,>."
<<.
•* ‘’
v'''
" hT'>4. "
•. .>1 ■
'•* '' ''< .
1980).
This is true regardless of the type and degree of loss.
Although the type and degree of Ions* do not: play as much of a role
in mainstreaming as some of the other factors mentioned,
need to be. identified.

they still:

f
When assessing audio-logical factors it is essential to look
not onl'/ at pure tone audiometry but also the child's use of his
residua!, hearing.

'Phis resJd'*nl hearing does not have to be at a

certair level to be useful.
Houldii

In a study by Rei’h, Hambloton and

(1977). it war stated that "the prime requisite for successful

integration is not a certain level of residual hearing per ~se, but
the student's ability to comprehend speech" tpp. 541-542).

Although

this ability to comprehend speech is generally easier for the child
with- a milder loss, one cannot assume tnat an individual, with -a
profound loss will not be •able to comprehend speech.
As with pure tone results,
misleading.

intelligence testing can also be

There arc various problems encountered when assessing

the intelligence of the lvearing-impaircd.

Many intelligence tests

are verbal tests which are more likely to assess the hearing-impaired
child's language difficulty than Iris intelligence.

A hearing-impaired

child'h intelligence should be tested nonverbally in order to obtain
a more accurate measure of that child's intellectual ability.

The

verbal test should bo seen simply as a verbal achievement: score
which may re used to determine the ability of the lira ring-impaired
child to compete verbally with bin hearing peers in. a nubile school
program (Mullen,

3984).

Intelligence, as difficult as it Is to determine, seems to
have a definite relationship to achievement.

Achievement is also an

area that requires consideration before m a k i n g a mainstreamed
placement.

Academic' .•achievement shows the student's ability, to learn.

•

,

7

i#

This is essential to determine before deciding on integration
(Mullen, .1984),
Both past anj present academic success must be taken into
account in this decision.

If the child has had difficulty in the

past it is apparent that changes need to-be made either by the child
or in tne types of programs that he has been involved with.
has been involved

If he

n successful placements, information needs to be

gathered as to v h a : aspects were most pertinent in his formed success.
This information rust t>e integrated in order to assure die individual's
■maximum .effective .ess in. future academic endeavors.
Personality also seems to play an important role In academic
success.

A chijj with a .positive attitude and who is willing to put

forth extra eff n*t appears to be a

good candidate for mainstreaming.

?fjlister’s' (19 >0) factor analysis of variables related to academic
performance o . hearing-impaired students in a regular classroom
reported th a . "personality factors" (e.g., determination,

independence,

social maturity, self-image, etc.) are second only to communication
skills.
foeial maturity Is a relevant personality factor in that it
may acp ally compensate for lov communication skills.

Parents and

cducat*/TK may aid in the development of social maturity by allowing
the c tild Co assume responsibility,
decisions (Gonzales,. 1980; Pfluster,

interact with peers, and make
1980).

Motivation is one personality factor thaq seems to affect,
academic progress.

Conway (1.979) found that

e students with above

8
average 'intelligence did hot achieve academic success due to
insufficient motivation.

•.

The final student variable to be discussed is the aspect of
additional handicapping conditions*

It is evident that more severe

handicaps will generally require a m m P restrictive educational
environment than is available in C : public schools.

Tf a child is

multi-handicapped his environment is already limited and possibilities
for integration are greatly decreased.
When deciding on an integrated educational placement it is
necessary to. assess the school facilities as well as the needs of the
child.

Sach school varies as to.physical environment and also the

services that are provided.
The first physical aspect to take into consideration is that
of acoustics.
noise.

Hhch school and classroom has varying degrees of

These noise levels should be as low as possible to provide the

maximum benefits to- the hearing-impaired child.

Some older buildings

with higher ceilings and floor tiles or uncarpeted floors have a high
amount of acoustic reverberations (Lvnas, 1980).

Acoustic treatment,

such as sound-proofing and carpeting-, will be an advantage to the
hearing-impaired child and should be considered when determining
placement (Mullen, ly34).
The size of the school should, also be examined.

Obviously, a

school with smaller clasrses would offer more indi idu *lizcd assistance
to each student.

Some larger schools offer mor . services to the

child along with a wider choice of curricula’ .

These factors need to

lie w» ghed and the decision based on the pros and coni', o! each school
(Lynns, 1980).

The type of classroom is another-important aspect to discuss.
The open style classroom would seem to be more difficult for the
hearing-impaired child to cope with due to higher levels of noise.
A more traditional style classroom, on the other hand, would probably
be easier for the hearing-impaired child.

In this classroom,

there

wquld be less distractions for the child and the noise levels would
■tend, to he lower.
Support services are a necessity for successful integration
(Berg & Blair,

1982; Resell, Hambleton & Hohldin.

support services required are:

The major

audiologies! services, speech and

language services, tutoring, notetaking,
services.

1977) .

interpreting, and counseling

Parents deciding on a mainstream placement need to be

aware not only of the availability of services but also the quality
(Gonzales* 1980; Mullen, 198A).
If adequate services are not available; it is, the parents’ and
educators' responsibility to change them.

It is

administration know their -wants and needs.

,DqS »lle and Pcasnik (1976)

indicated the attitude of die school admin
the. potential success of mainstreaming.

ip to them to let the

ration was critical to

They need to support the

changes proposed' by the parents and he willing to do all they can to
insure the success of the heard.rig-impaired child.

Perhaps .even more

important than administrative support is family support.
Pilaster's (1980) study showed that parents need to accept
thqir children and help them accept and believe in themselves.

She

also suggests that children in smaller families receive greater
support from their parents. Reich et al. (19/7) reported that "having

10
supportive parents" is a factor significant to successful mainstreaming
of■hearing-impaired students.

Attitudes Toward Mainstreaming
After discussing factors that influence successful
m .instreaming, it is important to discover individual opinions and
attitudes toward mainstreaming.
There is conflicting data on how teachers view mainstreaming
the hearing-impaired child.

Both Alexander and Strain (1978) and

Enel! (3982) found that teachers viewed these students as less able
to benefit from schooling.

They also had .lower expectations of them.

Other•teachers, in a study bv Rislev (1977), did not see academics
as a problem area.

pl‘laster (i960) found that even though teachers

Celt: hearing-impaired children should be in special schools they were,
in fact, supportive and willing to have these children In their
classrooms.
The attitudes of teachers are important due to the major part
they play in the successful integration of these children.

Teachers

must be willing to modify their- teaching strategies, to fac*1itate
learning by the student.

They need to develop an aware”

-s not only

* ■,
*
of: the child’s needs but also of hearing losses and their manifes
tations.

They must also attempt to instill understanding and

acceptance of the hearing-impaired child to hearing students.
Kennedy and Bruininks (1979) in their study of peer status
found chit the hearing-impaired child received a higher degree of
so.ini acceptance from normal hearing peers titan had been found in
previous studies.

Ena11 (1982) also found normal1 bearing students

11
accepting of the integrated -students and willing to aid them in their
academic endeavors.

This acceptance did not necessarily carry over to

social interactions.

Kennedy. Northcott, McCauley and Myklkbye- .

Williams (1976) in a longitudinal study of peer acceptance,

found

that hearing-impaired children interacted verbally more, frequently
with teachers than did hearing students.

The hearing students, in

turn, interacted more often with peers than did the hearing-impaired.
,Jt
'i . *•
Conway •( 1.979) also reported that normal hearing and hearing-impaired
students had difficulty sustaining relationships with one another.
Studies have also been conducted to determine hr>w the hearing-impaired
children feel about integration.

Conway's (1979) study included

twenty-four students involved in an integration program for at least
one year between 197! and 1977.
three programs:

They had been transferred lo one of

a regular public sc.lu.ol with support services, a

mainstreamed program of hearing-impaired students within a public
school, or a parochial school with tutors.

She found several were

happy and well adjusted In their educational setting.
adjusted satisfactorily but expressed difficu!ties that

Others had
they hud

experienced because of integration without other hearing-impaired
students.

Kisley (1977) found Chat the hearing-impaired students

had increased difficulty with school.

The individuals in Knell's

(19C2) study felt more comfortable and welcome an a regular classroom-and preferred ii over a special class.
.o

- It: can be seen'from the, research cited above that the concept
'
•
,
*'
■1|

of mainstreaming is a complex issue.
status onl y through tin

It has achieved Its current

Inipl.ement.it ion "I the Educat ion for Ai l

I
.i i
..
,lv
.4
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..<.
.ii.’
•ti
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Various studies have dealt with mninstreaming and its
'components, as well as with factors that facilitate successful,
mainstreaming.

Attitudes of teachers and peers coward the main

streamed hearing-impaired child have been assessed, as have the
attitudes of the mainstreamed 'individuals.

At this time there

appears to be- limited research available assessing how parents feel
about mainstreaming.
Based on this, the following study was designed.

The purpose

of this study is to assess differences in attitudes towards mainstreaming between normal hearing parents and hearing-impaired parents
parents of hearing-impaired children.

The following questions were

addressed:
1.

What are the differences in. attitudes towards
mains creaming between normal, hearing parents with hearing
impaired children and hearing-impaired parents with
ne a v in g - inipa i.re d c h iId r en ?

2.

Did the parents1•educational background affect their
child’s educational placement?

3.

What other factors, such 'as age, •ludiologicaJ

factors,

and intelligence,' influenced the pa rants in determining
their child’s educational placement?

CHAPTER I I

METHODOLOGY '

General .Procedures
t*

1

• M ■

'■r ■.

The purpose of this study

* .

.
was

m

'

"-

*’

.'.,

to assess the attitudes toward

mainstreaming of noT-al' hearing parents and hearing-impaired parents
both with hearing-impaired children.

This study was designed as a

survey study with data gathere? by mail questionnaires.

Subjects
Two groups of subjects were utilized in this study.

The first

group of subjects consisted of twelve normal hearing parents and the
second group had five hearing-impaired parents ca ;h with bearingimpaired .children;

Those children who were considered mainstreamed

were c-.rrol.led in public schools and those who were not considered
•mainstreamed attended residential schools.
All ol‘ the normal 'hearing subjects and three of the' hearingimpaired subjects we’ro from the Support. Group for Parents with
Hearing-Impaired Children.'in Grand Forks, North Dakota.

The remaining

two hearing-impaired parents were contacted through the North Dakota
School for the Deaf and the Minnesota State Academy for the Deaf.

Description of the Survey
The survey (see Appendix Ay consisted of fifteen multiple
choice and short answer questions regarding the subjects' attitudes
towards mainstreaming of hearing-impaired rhiJd.rori.

1A

The questionnaire'wAs designed to obtain inf ormation in the
following areas:
1.

Attitudinfll information
a.

Individuals'* feelings regarding the concept of
mainstreaming.

b.

Commentss regarding hearing-impaired children bein£
mains ttraSsfed -

c.

Parents' reactions to the .amount of support services
wi thin the schools.

2.

d.

Parents’ satisfaction with their child’s education.

c.

Parents’ reactions to .their child's placement.

Parents’ Educational Background
a.

Type of schools attended.

b.

Influence of parents' educational background on
cnild's educational placement.

3.

Child's Educational Background
a.

Programs in Which the c'aild war. enrolled prior to
attending school.

b.

Length of enrollment and type of program at ten led

c.

Factors influencing child's placement.

d.

Type of Softool attended.

.

Administration of the Survey
A muffing list with the names and addresses of the varents
frort the Support Group for Parents with Hearing Impaired Children
was obtained from Cindv Jennewein. Certified Interpreter and Advisor
for the group.

The- questionnaires we re sent out with a cover letter

i5
explaining the purpose of the study, to- parents from the support group
and to parents contacted at the .North Dakota School for the Deaf and
the.-Minnesota State Academy for the Deaf on April 3, 1986.

A total

of, twenty-seven surveys were mailed to hearing parents and seventeen
were Sept to hearing-impaired patents.

Enclosed with earn quest.ion-

naire w s ,-j self-addressed stamped envelope.

The individuals had two

weeks in which to complete and return the survey.
was sene on May

.1986,

the i irial survey.

A second mailing

to those individuals who did not respond to

All surveys were coded for subject identification

so as tc protect the confidentiality of each respondent.

Data Analysis
The responses to the survey questions were tallied to show
frequency of .•.-spouse*.
subject'

Data was also •tabled to-'show,'individual

responses to those question

which Included comments.

CHAPTER I I I -

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

F. :sul ts
The present study was designed to determine The difference in
attitudes of .normal hearing and hearing-impaired .parents toward
mainstreaming of their hearing-impaired children.

In addition to

attitudinal. information, subjects were also questioned regarding
their educational background, their child's educational background,
and .factors determining school placement.
Surveys 'were mailed to .twenty -seven hearing parents and
sevenu' ,.t hearing-impaired parents.
surveys,
child.

Sixteen hearing parents returned

four of which were'deemed invalid due to the age of the

..These "children" were adults who had completed school prior

to die passage of P.L. 9A-142, which implemented mainstreaming of
handicapped children, including those who are hearLng-impaired, into
the public schools.

Therefore, the survey did not apply to those

individuals.. Five of the 'seventeen surveys- sent to hearing-i-mpaired
parents were, returned.
The data consisted of questionnaires completed by twelve
hearing parents and five hearing-impaired parents.

Responses to the

questionnaires for the hearing subjects are in Appendix C.
for the hearing-impaired subjects are found in Appendix D,

Responses

!7
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Quantitative and qualitative information -was obtained and

subjects' responses are discussed below.

■.Children 's■Characteristics
'

The ages of the children of normal hearing parents ranged

from -;i>: to •twenty-two -"ears.. with a mean cf 10. 7b years.

Eleven

respondents had one hearing-impaired, child and one 'espondent and
.two children wire were hearing-impaired.
\ ■. ;V
’1.
Of the hearing-impaired respondents, the ages of children
ranged from five to twenty-four years, with a mean o f .13.4 years.
Two of the respondents had three children with hearing impairments
ar.d two others had one Wearing-impaired child.

The remaining

parents had two children who were heurlng-impaired.
See Table 1 for a listing of the grades

if the respondents'-

chile or children.
.

One of tin? respondents for the hearing group indicated their

■child was in preschool and three stated they had children in
kindergarten.

There was one. individual with a first grader and two

had children currently -in .'grade two.
the. following:

There was one chi ld in each cl

grade five, grade seven,, grade eight, grade nine,,

and grade, twelve.

The remaining respondent reported his/her child

was no lohger attending school.
The hearing-impaired respondents indicated they had one child
each in preschool, kindergarten, grade one, and grade three.

Two

respondents had sixth graders and three were the parents of college
students.

One of the individual!

school at t h t i m e .

indicntv.1 their child was not in

1*
TABLE 1
CURRENT GRADE LEVEL OF HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILDREN

Children of
Hearing Parents

Grade Level

Children of HearingImpaired Parents

1

Preschool
Kincergarten

3

i.

Grade 1

1

1

Grade 2

O

Grade 3

1

.

Grade i‘>
1.

Grade 5

Jm.

Crude 6
Grade /

1
i
..

Grade 8

1

Grade 9

1

.* .

Grade 10
#

Grade 1 1
Grade !2
College

1
'• *
’,V%v.

Not Attending
School

Parental Satin 1«c t io n :

,1

;r .

3
1

Edu c a tion

El even of the twelve normal hearing parents reported they were
very, #nt isf ted , while one parent stated they were moderately sat isfled
with their child’s.education.
Of the five hear.lng-inipnired respondents, three were very
sa t in i fed and two were moderately satisiicd with the education their
chi 3A

■ ’ccttiviiijK,
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In addition to general satisfaction with their child's
education, parents also provided information regarding their
satisfaction with various aspects of their child's education.

This

information is presented in Table 2.

TABLE 2
RATINGS OK SATISFACTION FROM NORMAL AND HEARING-IMPAIRED
PARENTS REGARDING ASPECTS OF THEIR HEARING- IMPAIRED
CHILD'S EDUCATION

Hearing-Impaired
Parents

Normal Hearing
Parents
s*

Educational Aspects

N* •

D*

S*

N*

D*

11

1

‘t

1

. 1.0

2

3

1

8

2

2

2

Classroom sir.e

.11

T

3

1.

Imiiv Idea 1 ir.ed help

10

2

2

2

Administrative support

10

2

2

1

Support services

1.0

2

2

2

Quality of teachers
Choice of curriculum
Peer interaction

'

2

1.

*S - Satisfied. N - Neutral, D - Dissatisfied

Ail of the hearing parents responded to this item.

Aid

henring-impaired parents responded to the aspect of quality of
teachers with lour~ouC-of-f*ve hearing-impaired parents responding to
the remaining aspects of the question.
Of die normal hearing parents, eleven were satisfied and one
was neutral regarding the quality of teachers.

Ten reported

satisfaction and two reported neutrality toward the choice of
curriculum offered their child or children.

Peer interaction was the
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only area in which hearing' parents showed dissatisfaction.

Eight

were satisfied, two were neutral, and 'two reported dissatisfaction
with peer interaction.

Eleven respondents were satisfied ami one

was; neutral regarding feelings on clas. 'oom size.

For the remaining

aspects of -individualized help, administrative support, and support
services ten. respondents'weVc satisfied and two indicated chore
feelings•were neutral.
With respect to the quality of teachers, four respondent
were satisfied and one was dissatisfied with the teacher •quality
their child '-s. school .

in

Three respondents were satisfied with tin

choice of curriculum while one reported being dissatisfied,

one-half

iof the hearing-impaired parents who responded to peer interaction
were satisfied.

The remaining one-hail were dissatisfied.

Three of

the respondents stated that they were satisfied with classroom size
and one reported dissatisfaction.

Regarding individuali.e ; help,

two of the parents indicated they were satisfied and cw<- wo re neutral
on this asp'ct.

Two respondents were satisfied with administrative

support, one showed neutrality, and one expressed dissatisfaction.
the final area of support services,

two parents reported they were

satisfied and two remained neutral.

J'aren Col Satis faction; ___ Supp or t Servx ces
All of tiie.hearing parents responded to each of the choices
except that of note takers where only eleven responded,
of response,

the 'number

from the hear log- impaired subjects, ranged from three to

five per item (see Table 3).

In
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TABLE 3
■'■ * '

'•

:• . '

'•

:‘

/

;v

-•" ■

RATINGS OF SATISFACTION FROM NORMAL HEARING AND HEAR1NO-1MPAIRED
PARENTS REGARDING EDUCATIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES
FOR THEIR HEARING-IMPAIREI) CHILDREN

‘Normal Hearing
Parents
D*

Support Services

s*

N*

Aud iologica 1 services

6

3. 2

Speech/language

10

1

Tutors'

3

J

Note takers.

3

Interpreters

4

Connso J ing scrv 1ces

3*
■> r>

N/A* .

Hearing-Impaired
Parents
S*

1

N*

2
8

2

i

8

i

N/A*'

A

i

2

D*

i

6

2

3

2

1
L1

•

2

.1
J

1

- Satisfied. N - Neutral, D - Dissatisfied. N f A - Not
Appl icable*

'With regard to audiologlcal services six of the normal hearing
respondents were satisfied,
and one stated th.«

three were •n< u.tral, two were dissatisfied

use services were not applicable.

Ton of the

hearing respondents were satisfied with speech and language services,
one was neutral, and one was dissatisfied.

Three parents were

satisfied with tutors, one. was neutral, and eight stated that they did
not'apply to their child's, school.

Eight of tin* parents also stated

that notetakers were not applicable to their school system.
remaining

The

hree respondents who answered this question were satisfied.

Four.respondents were satisfied with their schools' interpreters,

two

were neutral and six stated that they., did •not apply in their child's
school.

Counseling services were patisiact ry to three of the
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respondents, neutral to five of the parents, dissatisfactory to one
respondent, and not applicable was listed by the remaining three.
Responses from the hearing-impaired parent® ware as follows.
Four o/ the five respondents •expressed neutrality toward audiological
services and the ether did not respond.

Two were satisfied and two

expressed neutral feelings regarding speech and language services..
In response to.tutors, two respondents express ed satisfaction, one
was dissatisfied and one said it did not nppl'.

One parent war

neutral towards notetakers and two others stated they were not
applicable.

Two of the hearing— impaired parents responded to the

question on interpreters as satisfied,
dissatisfied with interpreter services.

two were neturaj and one was
This was the only

this question on which all respondents replied.

item from

Ten of the

respondents were satisfied with counseling services, one was
dlssatisf, led. and one stated it did not apply.

Educational Mainstreaming :

i’arental Dcflnit ions

Most of the hearing parents, gave similar responses to
quest ion three.

Some of their def ini tions included:

Least restrictive environment allowing my son to benefit
from all classes available in his grade level.
Educating children with special needs in a traditional
classroom setting, providing'support services ns needed.
My child has an opportunity to get as "horm.il" atmosphere
in education as she can with her handicap, but special
services were needed.
For a complete listing., of .comments, see Appendix C, quest jon

i.
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The hearing-impaired respondents' comments were, similar to
those of the normal hearing parents with fewer individuals mentioning
support services.

The following were some of their comments:

Educational mainstreaming is a place where the henring'finpa 11 ■<1 child went to he with the hearing child.
.itiij if.

I ,jfj Id v'<.'Ui

In ).>■•■ fill (l|i

iind l I|i|; ! Ill Id

The deal kids going to the public school.
IllI |is>|i IHe Imi 11'H Ii11 n Ml>11 a 1 I 'ill I 11111 III |IM11 I I|. H I-Inn II
w lI11 iiiIu |i*|e: i.i 11iiI 11111 i<vIU inI lO Hi.iii IUp Iiiifi.i IluU .
itie renin I u I ug gummeni « i an lip I i »im*»| .

A|»i »*->h»1 ( h t’ • i|imml t •1n

11

hrtyentflJ Ice I Inga Regant ing^Ma Inst reaming
For the normal hearing parents, six were
with mainstreaming,

In strong agreement

three agreed wi th mainstreaming, one was neutral ,

and two strongly diaagrtivd with Hid tnaf reaming.

liiilo. nl jlie itnil ('*jijf itltj't iiell II'lijifiluiclll 'I Id ie in ill till Inwiiliin
mainstreaming, one disagreed, and one. strongly disagreed.
In in i}|ionii<i to whet liei they lull til I hear lug" Impa Ired children
should he mainstreamed. two normal hearing parents ttrongiy agreed,
two were neutral,

five disagreed, and three strongly f!isagreed.

Some

ol the typical enmmontn Inejndedt
Each child is an individual.
The persona 1itv and natural learning ahllitv of the specific
i III lil lias to Ini ioio I1do red, a I'ii tile dugi nv ul Ituat lug Iona.
With uncooperative school staff, or without total family
coirfmitmeni and support mainstreaming would, be a -great
strain on the family unit.
Remaining definitions can oe found in Appendix C, question 5.
For the hearlug-impaired respondents, one was neutral, one
disagreed, anti three strongly disagreed.

Tne feel tugs ol the

.
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hearing-impaired parents were in agreement with those of the hearing
parents in that each child -is an individual and must' be treated as
such.
""i;V

‘ ■

.

'

•

Type of School Attended
Nine of the twelve hearing parents had their child mainstreamed
into a public school classroom and three attended residential schools
•and were ■'ot mainstreamed.
None of the children of hearing-impaired parents were
mainstreamed,

but had rather attended residential schools.

Communication Used in School
Three of the normal hearing respondents stated that their
child’s school used oral communication and nine involved a total
communication approach.
All five of the hearing-impaired parents sent their children
to schools which utilized total communication.

Factors•Determining School Placement
Table *4 demonstrates the factors determining school placement.
Eight of the normal hearing parents felt that their child's
personality influenced their decision on placement and two did not.
Seven .of the hearing respondents also felt that their child's
intelligence was a factor in their decision and two did not think it
had made a difference..

Of the ten parents who responded to whether

the age that the hearing impairment was discovered affected their
choice, one-half felt that it had and one-half stated that it had not
influenced them.

The severity of the hearing loss affected the choice

of eight.-out-of-ten respondents.

Eleven individuals stated that

•school facilities played a part in thei» decision, and the remaining
0"

•'

.

parent did not respond. . The location of the school was a factor in
eight cases.

Two reported that it had no affect on school placement

and they would have taken their child wherever he/she needed to go
for an education.

TABLE A
FACTORS INFLUENCING SCHOOL PLACEMENT OF HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILDREN
BY TitEl R NORMAL HEARING AND HEARING-IMPAIRED PARENTS

Normal Hearing
Parents
;

'

Yes

Fac tors

No

•

Hearing-Impaired
Parents

Child 1;; personality

8

‘»

Child's intelligence

7

2

•-#
M/

5

3

* ’* '>

3

Age hearing impairment
was discovered
Severity of loss
School facilities
Location of school

8

1

A

1 1.
8

No

Yes
*

2

A

Fotir-out-of-iivc hearing-impaired parents responded to all but
one of the choices.

All four of the respondents stated that both

their child’s personality and intelligence influenced their decision.
Three individuals also felt that the age the hearing impe lrme,.t was
discovered was .important in choosing a school and one stated ,that
this had no 1 c feet.

The severity of the child's hearing loss was

considered a factor bv three of the respondents and the o t h e r

two

did not respond.

Four of the five respondents who answered the final

two questions reported that both the school facilities ant! the
location of the school influenced their.decision on where to place
their child.

Enrollm.>n_t in Pre-School Services
Four of the cwelve hearing'respondents stated that their child
had been involved in daycare and six said their child had not (see
Table 5).

The other two individuals did not respond.

Those in daycare

were involved from three months to three years, with the average of
15.75 months.

• ’ TABLE 5
ENROLLMENT OF HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILDREN IN
PRE-ELEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
*

Program

Normal Hearing
Parents

Hear 1ng-1 inpai red
Parents.

Yes

Yes

No

No

, 4

6

Preschool/Nursery
School

8

5

i

i

S p e e c h /La n gu a g o

9

3

.i.

3

Other

1

Daycare

3

‘Eight respondents had the jr ch i1 d •enrol !ed in preschool and
three had not.

One individual did not re spend

The range of

enrollment varied from one to three y e a r s , with the average being ■
2 .1 * years.
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Nine' of the tv;elve respondents ' children •had received speech

and language services.

The remaining three stated their children

had not: been enrolled in speech or language intervention.

The

average length of enrollment was 3.64 years, with a range from two

-

,. »

r

months to twelve years.
Only One of the twelve respondents mentioned other services.
This individual’s child had been in a tost :r care program for six
r •l •*
years in order to attend a program for hea ving-impaired children.
Three of the five hearing-impaired respondents indicated that
•their child had not been involved in dayca e and two others did not
respond.
Only one of the four hearing-impaired parents who responded had
their child enrolled in preschool.
given.

The length of enrollment was not

The other three respondents had no

involved their child in

a preschoo l progi am.
Three of (ho four respondents had not had their child receive
speech or language intervention.

One respondent stated his/her child

was involved in speech and language services but the length of time
enrolled was no specif ied. .No'- Involvement in other programs was
listed by the respondents.

Probability of Miking Same Decision
Kcgnrding Educationsi_ Piaceirent
Eleven of the twelve normal hearing parents stated they would
.definitely choose the same school if they verb to make the decision
again.

The remaining respondent reported that lie/she would probably

have his/her child attend the same school.

Some of the reason.*/ for

definitely choosing the same school Included:
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Because he is-progressing sc well.
We have had excellent, cooperation from our school and
• . community. .
Because that school has provided a complete well rounded
educational plan to her.
1 do n ’t feel any other school can offer him the quality of
education and personal development chat North Dakota School
, for the Deaf fNDSD) Has provided.

Of the five hearing-impaired respondents, one stated he/she
would definitely choose the same school, three felt they probably
would, and one reported that he/she probably would not have chosen
the same school.

Comments of those who would probably make the same

choice again were as follows:
It will, develop the child better in the residential school ,
it will prepare his/her life in the future.
That is where child is happy.
Tiie Individual who wo'u.ld probably not send his/her. child to
the.same school stated:

"My son always said he could get along at

hearing school and would be ublc to get ahead more that way."

Parental Characteristics:'

Hearing Impairment

Twelve respondents indicated that they were not hearing*
impaired and five respondents stated that they did have a hearing
impairmenti

Schools_ Attendod by Henring-Impai red Parer.ts
Of the five respondents who stated they were hearing-impaired,
three reported that they had attended residential school, which
utilized manual communication.

They did not specify the number of
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years attended.

One of the respondents went to residential schools

that focused on oral, and manual or total communication.
of enrollment was mentioned.

’No length

The final respondent attended a

residential school which utilized oral communication for eight years
arid then spent four years at a residential, school where manual,
communication was employed.

Parents ’_Educational Level

.

•

Information regarding the education of the respondents can be
found in Table 6 .

TABLE 6
LEVEL OF EDUCATION FOR NORMAL HEARING AND HEARING-IMPAIRED
PARENTS OF HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILDREN

Level Completed

Normal Hearing
Parents

High school graduate

*
u)

Some college

(>

*

Hearing-Impaired
Parents

2

2 year college graduate
associate degree
•t year college graduate

1.

Advanced degree

1

Other

1

i

i

The question on the level of education was answered by all of
the respondents, some of whom ans wered for both husband and wife thus
the number of respondents in this table is greater than in other
1 is t ings.
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Two of the normaJ hearing parents were high school graduates.
Six of the respondents had attended some college and two had received
two year associate degrees.

One respondent had completed a lour year

college degree and another individual had obtained a Master of Arts
advanced degree.

The

individual wi o specified other was a graduate

of a vocational technical institute.

t'
'
*
The group of hearing-impaired respondent^ indicated that'two

individuals had received high school diplomas, while two others had
attended some college.

One respondent had a four year college degree,

and 'the final respondent had attended a vocational technical institute

Influonce o i Parents' Edncationa1 -Background
on Ch i 1 d 'r. P lac omen c
Responses were obtained from a lj .'.the normal hearing parents
and from four-out-of-five hearing-impaired parents.
Two of the normal hearing respondents said their educa: ion had
definitely influenced them.

One of these individuals stated that

he/she has a Master of .Arts in .Speech-Language Pathology and knew of
the importance of having his/her hard-ol-hearJug child where he/she
could receive special services.
Six-out-of— twelve felt that they had probably been influenced
by their education.

Some of their comments included:

My attitudes towards educatiro in general nad a big
influence.
We are all recreational readers and we wanted out son
exposed to much reading.
Of the remaining four respondents,

three stated they were

unsure about the role their education had played and one felt it
had. proba; l

not

•a • , luirui him/hei .
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Four of the hearing-impaired parents responded '•
question.

One-half felt their education had h e m a definite i:u .Luence

on the 1 r child's placement.

The other half said that they had

probably placed their child in an educational system based upon
their oval educational background.

Discussion
fin purpose of the present study was to assess differences
in attitudes towards mainstreaming of normal hearing and hearingimpaired parents, both with hearing-impaired children.

Children in

this-study verb not required to be ‘trolled in a mainstreamed
placement.

Parental
.

:d ! sfaction:

Education

’

-

' 1 majority of the -heard nj* parents were satisfied with their

child's ,■<’ .-.'.if;ion.
teachers,

The areas of .
satisfaction Included:

lassroom site, choice of curriculum-,.individualized .lieIp,

administrut ive support, and support services.
oissatis!
studies

quality of

tiotl with peer interaction.
t peer acceptance.

hnel

There was some

This relates to findings from

(1982) found that 'normal hearing

students were willing to assist the heari.ivg-impaired student
academic

in

rut that this dues not necessarily carry over to social

acceptance ; -It. ytas .'also, Sound that hear ing- Impair eil and normal hearing
studvntn '-.ad difficulty in sustaining re 1a tlonshi ps (Conway, 1979).
All >>f the hearing-impaired respondents reported satisfaction
with their child's education, although to varied degrees.
individual

One

reported dissatisfaction with the quality of teachers,

choice of curriculum, peer interaction, and adm ini strutivo support .
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l’hc satisfaction .that parents "felt toward their child's
education correlated with their feelings on the quality of teachers
which received one of the highest rankings.

It appeared that teachers

must have positive attitudes about teaching children with special
needs in order to facilitate academic progress and success.

If the

tenener has empathy and enthusiasm, the chance for the child's
success wot Id increase.

As the teacher becomes more familiar with

hearing losses and the special needs of hearing-impaired children,
he/she could impart this information to the other students r-o that
they too may better understand the nature of hearing impairments
(McArthur, 1982).

ha renta 1 Satisfaction:

Support Services

With regard, to support services, most of the normal hearing
parents indicated their child's.school provided adequate overall
support services.

The area where two parents felt the schools lacked

support was audiological services.

One of those two parents was

also dissatisfied-with speech and language and counseling services.
*
These parents did not comment on their reasons for dlssaclsfaction.
The majority of parents indicated tutors, no'.etakern, and interpreters
wore not needed.
Children.

This may have been due to the age of most of the

Since the majority,of the children were In preschool

ti.. .ugh grade sis. notecaker services may not have, been as necessary
at this age as later in the 1 r education.

During the primary grades,

children would seem less 1ikply to take or use notes.

Tutors may not

have been needed because the child was keeping up without
perhaps i i i - /in r y a r e n t

were p: e v j d i n g e x t r a h e l p .

cue o>;

Air t he :

p<<ssf bl <•
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reason was chat these children may have had mild hearing losses* in
which case they would have been able to comprehend speech without
additional assistance (Reich et ul., 1977);.
Tu response to the portion of the question on interpreters,
one parent was satisfied with the quality of interpreters but l’eic
l-ore were needed.

The main reason for this limited use of an

interpreter was that three children attended •schools which used onlyoral communication.

Another reason was t-.iat some of the children of

normal hearing parents were attending residential schools in which
the teachers used sign language, thus reducing the need for
interpreters.

This may have been another of the reasons why note-

takers wore not utilized.
The same hearing-impaired parent who expressed dissatisfaction
with ..the various educational aspects was also dissatisfied with the
support services of tutors, counseling, and interpreters.

This

parent did not comment on his/her reasons in thy.se areas.

EducatIona 1 Mainstreaming:

Pjirental Dei jniiicm

Most of the hearing and hearing-impaired respondents had
similar ideas regarding mainstreaming.

All those who responded were

aware that tna Inst reaming referred to educating those -children who
were hearing-impaired along with those children with normal hearing.
The hearing parents mentioned support services more often 'than Cite
hearing-impaired parent# in that most of their defin it ions referred
to mair .creaming, at

.•ducat trig a hearing-impaired chi ld in a regular

classroom with special support services provided as needed.

The

hearing-impaired parents stated more concerns wi t;h their child1'
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ability tc.Coro.muniec.te anci l o a m in a public school setting.

Those

parents were- more aware of the difitcu1ties of communicating with
hearing people and were concerned their children would not be able
to express their needs-

Also related is the fact that there may not

be qualified interpreters available for their children who would have
to rely on oral speech for means of communicating in the classroom.
Because only a small portion oi the speech sounds are distinguishable
on the lips,, die hearing-impaired child would have difficulty speechreading oral communication' which in turn could reduce the amount the
child was able to learn.

Parents 1

reel lugs Regarding Mainstreaming

According to the responses, most of the hearing respondents
either agreed or strong 1 y/agreed with the concept of mainstreaming
.and -had their child Involved en a aninstreaped placement,

These

parent r. felt, that hearing-impaired children need to be educated in
the hearing world because that i« the environment in which they will
be living.

With this feeling,

•to mainstream their child.

it may have influenced their decision

It also appeared that having.their child

•at home was a ma jor issue to these parents and influenced their
fettling:* toward mainstreaming their chi ld into the jnihl it schools.Although they w. re in agreement with flu: philosophy of mainst reaming,
most of the ntihjects reported some level of disagreement with the
statement, "All hearing-imp«ired children should be mainstreamed."
Those parent* who strongly disagreed with thin statement did not
QiAiiidtrcam their children bur sent: them to residential schools.
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The reason tor the disagreement was that each child should be
considered different and mainstreaming may not be in the best interest
of. each child.

Children with a more severe bearing loss would seem

to be less likely to progress as well in a public school program as
the individual with a mild loss (Reich et at., 1977).

One parent

men Cloned ttiat- h£.**/.Sbr child’s communication skills would cause the
child to progress morf* slowly at a public senool, however, he/she
is working at grade level at a residential school.

This relates to

resentch by Cor.naies (1980) which found that it is helpful for a
hearing-:impaired child Co have a high degree of apoktn and written
language to keep up academically in a public school.

If the above

child was less able to communicate through spoken language, he/she
may have been performing better at a residential school which utilised
manual commtmlcation.
More hearing-impaired respondents were in disagreement with
mainstreaming than were normal hearing parents, although the majority
of hearing-.impaired parents were nejutral.
neutral felt that

Those parents who were

hildren who did well at a residential school could

he mainstreamed and that partial mainstreaming was also a viable
alternative.- .That is, hearing— impaired children could be sent to
•public schools for some classes but attend the reside tial school for
the remainder of their classes.

The hearing-impaired parents did Hot

fee) that all hearing-impaired children should he mainstreamed
because of tin! varied needs of each child nno if these needs were not
net how would the child be affected in the future.

One individual

stated that "all hearing-irnpa red children should go to a residential
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school or they w i n

not learn because of poor interpreters or having

to rely on straight speech."

The responses of the majority were in

agreement with the hearing parents.

Both groups felt that those who

were to be mainstreamed should depend on the. individual and the
different circumstances, involved.

Based on the. responses to question

eleven, another reason for disagreement may have been due to the fact
that all of the [tearing-impaired parents attended residential schools
These schools focused mainly on manual communication.

Since these

parents all attended school prior to the passage of P.L. 94-14", they
may have felt that residential schools were the most appropriate
placement for hearing-impaired individuals.

If these parents felt

they Had received a good education at residential schools,

it seemed

probable that they would send their child to the sarnie type of school
rather than mainstreaming them.

Type of School Attended and -Influence of Parent’s
KducatIonal Background on Child's Placement
Most of the hearing parents mainstreamed their child into
public schools.

Conversely, all of the hearing-impaired parents sent

their children to residential schools rather than mainstreaming them.
This indicates that the parent's school placement, had a major affect
oh their child's placement.

Common 1cat Ion Used in School
While tile two groups differed as to tiie type of schools their
children

trended, the majority of the children from both groups

utilized total communication.

There were, however,

three children of

hearing parents who-attended schools utilizing oral communication..

s
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The parents of these children oid not state their (rationale for
selecting a school that emphasized oral coiiiimmication but some hearing
parents feel that oral communication is preferential to sign language.
They,, the parents, are reluctant to use-manual communication with
their hearing-impaired child for fear they will not develop adequate
communication skills (Altshuler,

1974).

Total communication was the overall preference tor both groups
as it gives the child a greater opportunity to communicate with
hearing and hearing-impaired persons.

The hearing-impaired parents

realize the difficulty of communication for a person with a hearing
loss.

It is. assumed that they would want their child to have as many

tools to aid them in communication as possible, thus focusing on
total rather than strictly oral or manual communication.

Factors Determining School Placement
When deciding on school placement, most of the respondents
from both groups reported that the!'* child's 'personality, the
severity of the loss, and the location of the schopl played a part
in their decision.

The age the hearing-impairment was discovered and

the child's intelligence were of greater influence on hearingimpaired parents than the hearing parents.

It appeared that most of

these factors were considered by the respondents in each group when
determining what school their child would attend.

One respondent

stated chat the.se were relevant questions that they had asked themselves when deciding on placement Cor .his/her child.
As was stated above, personality.of the child was a major
influence to both groups in determining placement . . This relates to
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previous research by Pflaster (1980) who listed personality factors
as second only to communication skills when determining academic
success.
The severity of' the hearing loss and the age it was discovered
were also listed ac relevant factors.

Research has shown that

children who have a less severe loss-or who develop a hearing loss
after speech and lan,

-ge skill*, have been acquired will be more

like,ly to succeed in a mainstreamed placement (Gonzales. 1980).

Enrollment _in_ Pre-School Service-s * • .
The majority of hearing respondents had their children
enrolled in both preschool programs and specch/language intervention.
Hearing parents may have had their child enrolled in speech and
language intervention because they felt that ora] communication-was
preferential over manual communication.

They may also have had more

access Co these programs because of greater financial stability
based on higher income.
The -hearing-impaired reported less participation ,in these
programs.

None of the individuals who responded had children who had

been in a daycare setting.

Only one of the respondents had his/her

child in a preschool or •speech/lnnguage program.

The difference in

the amount of involvement between these two groups may have been that
fewer hearing-impaired parents were aware of preschool or daycare
programs or felt their child would have had too much difficulty in
communicating his/her needs. 'The lack of Involvement in speech/
language intervention may also have been related to the form of
communication the child utilized.

Hearing-impaired .children with

hearing-impaired parents would be more likely to sign and perhaps
the parents did not feel that it was necessary to have their child
work on developing speech skills.

They may also have had more

difficulty in finding a daycare or preschool where someone signed
and could have communicated not only with their child hut wilh them.
•*
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They may have had financial strains because of lower income which
was related to a lower level of education.

Probability of Making Same Decision
Regarding Kducatlona.l Placement
The majority of the normal hearing and hearing-impaired
respondents stated t.iey would choose the same school for their child
if they had to make that decision again.

This correlates with tlie

level of satisfaction both groupb of parents felt toward their child's
education.

The reasons associated with this question were generally

related to tho child's ability to keep up academically with his/her
peers and the cooperation and support received from the adminis
tration.,
peers,

If a child was able to stay at the academic love! of his/her

then it would seem likely that parents would be satisfied with

that child's education.

Pa ren ta 1_ Chn rnc te r is tics:

Eciuc at. Lon '-eve .1

According to the responses of the normal hearing parents, most
had attended some college but had not received a degree.

Less than

half had college degrees, i.e., associate, bachelors, and masters.
■A11

of the-hearing-impaired respondents had completed high

school with some individuals attending college.

Only one i rid i v i d u a !

from thin rrotip had received a four year college degree.
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The difference in the levels of education between these two
groups appears to have been relatively equal.

Hearing-impaired

individuals may not attend college for a number of reasons.
’*
...
•
of all, there are relatively few colleges and universities
Specifically for the hearing-impaired.

First

Colleges’may not have the

necessary support services a hearing-impaired individual requires.
Their pre-college educational experiences- may have been more
difficult for the hearing-impaired person and with less academic
achievement they may have felt a college education was "out of
reach" for them. ' Finally, college entrance exams, such as the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), may deter some hearing-impaired
individuals because of their educational background.

This may be

changing, however, because three of the children of hearing-impaired
parents in this survey were, at the time of the survey, attending
college.
Questions -10, 14, and 15 were not discussed due t:o lack of
descriptive data.

It should be noted that the results of this study

were difficult to generalize to all parents of hearing-impaired
children due to the small sample size.
of the hearing-impaired parents.

This is particularly true

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Since the passage of the Education for All Handicapped
Children Act in 1975, mainstreaming has steadily increased in
visibility.

Numerous studies have been conducted on the. components

ol mainstreacling but there is limited research available assessing
how parents reel regarding the integration of hearing-impaired
children Into public school classrooms.

This study was designed to

determine the differences in attitudes of normal hearing and hearingimpaired parents towards the mainstreaming of their hearing-impaired
children.

Subjects were also questioned regarding their educational

background, their child's education, and factors determining their
child ’» 'school placement:.
The results of this study were obtained from the responses oi
two groups of subjects:

Twelve normal hearing parents from the

Support Group for Parents of Hearing-Impaired Children in Grand
Forks and five hearing-impaired parents contacted through the above
group,

the North Dakota School, for the Deal, and the Minnesota State

Academy for the Deaf.

The questionnaire consisted of fifteen multiple

choice and short answer questions.
Based on the responses to this survey, the- following results
were noted:

—

....... ,• •* '
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1.

A majority of all children in this study attended schools
which did not utilize tutors or notetakers.

Interpreters

were not utilized as .often for the children of hearing
parents as for those of the hearing-impaired group.
2.

Both groups gave similar definitions of mainstreaming,
although more hearing parents (75 percent) agreed with
mainstreaming than did the hearing-impaired parents, who
tended to be neutral (60 percent) or disagree (40 percent).

3. ' When choosing educational placement, both groups felt
that a decision must be based on the needs of the
individual child and that mainstreaming is not in the
best interest of all hearing-impaired children.
4.

The educational background of the parents in each group
appeared to be a factor in the choice of their child's
educational placement in that the tun 5 oriry of .those in
both groups sent their children to the type of school
they attended.

Seventy-five percent of the hearing

parents mainstreamed their child Into public schools
and 1 00 percent of the hearing-impaired parents did not
mainstream their children but had them enrolled in
residential school s’.
5.

Both groups were mostly influenced by the child's
personality, the school facilities, and the school
location when determining school placement:.

The

percentages of hearing parents influenced by those
factors included:

child's personality (80 percent).

school facilities (92 percent), and school location
(80 . p e r c e n t ) E i g h t y percent of the hearing-impaired
parents were affected by each of these factors.
6.

All of the hearing parents felt they would educate .their
child in the same school system., if they had to make the
choice again.

Eighty percent of the hearing-impaired

parents would have educated their child in the same
school if the choice was to be made again.
7.

Hearing-impaired children of hearing-inpaired parents
were less involved in programs, such as preschool,
daycare, and/or speech and language services prior to
entering school than were the hearing-impaired children
of hear ing parent s .

General Recommendations
It is recommended that hearing-impaired parents bo made more
aware of the need for enrollment in preschool programs as well as
speech and language in order to develop the rend'ness skills that
appear necessary to insure academic progress.
In order to promote greater peer interaction between hearing-:
impaired and.hearing children, a "buddy system" le employed in the
public school system.

It: is hoped by having one or two hearing

children volunteer to be a "buddy" to each hearing-impaired child
that greater interaction will be promoted.

Tills increased

inter

action may also lead to a better understanding oi tin h'car'tngimpui red and hearing losses.

Info-irinr.j on regarding mainstreaming be presented at a
support group meeting for parents for hearing-impaired children in
order to incorporate a greater understanding of its pros and cons.
This would also facilitate discussion among parents on the factors
that they consider important in making their decision on whether to
mainstream their child.

This would be especially beneficial to those

parents who have children who ha\e not yet started school.

Recommendations for Further Research
It is recommended that:
1.

A study be conducted utilizing teachers and administrator
at the schools attended by hearing-impaired children as a
means of determining their opinions regarding support
services and the special needs programs available for the
bea r ing-impai red studen' .

2.

A study be conducted involving a larger population of
both hearing and hearing-impaired parents wpo have school,
aged hearLng-impaired children.

3.

A study be conducted which would also examine the degree
of hearing loss for each child to determine if there is
a correlation with the results from this study, i.e.,
are ch

.run with milder losses nu instreamed and more

severely hearing-impaired children not' mainstreamed?
The specific ages of the children bo studied to see if
altitudes change as cite age of the child changes.

A study he conducted with older hearing-impaired children
to ask their views and attitudes on mainstreaming to
determine whether being mainstreamed or not mainstreamed
affected their attitudes.

PCENDICES

APPENDIX A

PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE
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Please respond to all of the following items. Feel free to express
any feelings or opinions you may have after earn question.

1.

The following questions will help us to understand how you feel
about your child's education and nutinstreaming of the hearingimpaired child.

1.

At; this time are you satisfied with vour child's education
__

Very satisfied
Moderately satisfied

__ Slightly dissatisfied
Moderately dissatisfied
Verv dissatisfied
la. How would you rate the following aspects of your child's
education?
Sat is tied

Neutral

Dissatisfled

Quality of teachers
Choice of curriculum
Poet interaction
Classroom aijto
individualized Help
Adminiscrarive soup.
Support services
Please rate the following support aer.v.ice.s as they apply to
your child's school.

Satisfied
Audiologies!
Services
Speech and Language
Services
Tutors
Notetakers
Jncerpreters

Couuheling Sorv icc

Neutral

1)iss.it isf led

Does
Not
Apply
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3.

m

.

What does "educational mainstreaming" mean to you?

How would you characterise your feelings towards mainstreaming
Strong agreement with mainstreaming
Agreement with mainstreaming
N ,\utra 1
Disagreement with mainstreaming
Strong disagreement with mainstreaming
Comments:

.

5-

Please respond to the following statement:
impaired children should he mainstreamed."

"All hearing-

_ Strongly agree
__ _ Agree

Neutral

.

0

Disagree
_

Strongly disagree

Comments:

II.

Please answer these questions related to your child's educational
experifcace.
b.

Does your child's school emphasise:
Oral communication
Manual communication (sign language only)
Total communication (both oral and manual)

bn

What type of school'docs your child attend?
Private
Public

Hes id hi t i.al

•
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7.

Which 'of Che following jfdcto.rs Inf luenced your decision on the
type of school yotir child would attend? Check' those chat
apply and rate them from 1-5 with 1 being most important and
5 being least important.
Yes

No

Child’s personality factors
(motivation. Independence,
seli-cohfidence)

1

2 3 4

Child's Intelligence

____ __

'_____

1 1 3 4 3

Age hearing impairment
was discovered

_____

_____

1 2 3 4 5

Severity of hearing loss

1 2 3 4 5

School facilities

I 2

Location of .school
8.

Kate

__ _

____ _

3 4 5

i 2 3 4 5

If you had to make the decision again as to which type of
school your child would attend would you choose the same
school?
Dcf ini te 1 y ye s
Probably yes
Unsure
Probably not
Definitely not
Why?

9.

Was your child involved in any of the following programs before
entering school?
If So, how long were they enrolled?
Length

of
Yes
Daycare
Preschool or nursery school
Speech/Language; services.'
Other (please .list)

Mo

Enrollment
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111.

The.se questions will help us to generalize your educational
experiences to other families.
10.

Are you hearing-impaired?
to question 1 2 )

Yes

No

____

(If no, go

11.

During grades 1— 12 how many years did you attend the
following?
Schools using oral communication only
Were these schools:
Residential

Private

___

Public

Schools using manual communication (sign language
onl y)
Were these schools:
Residential

Private

_

Public

Schools emphasizing total communication (both oral
and manual)
Were these schools:
Residential
12.

Private ____

Public

How many years of school' did you complete?

Check one,

Grades 1 - 8
Some high school.
High school.graduate
Some college
2

year college graduate (associate degree)

•1 year college graduate

Advanced degree
Other (please specify)
13.

Considering the education you■hnvfr received, do you fecl.cb
it has influenced the choice of your child's education?
Definitely yes
.Probably yes
Unsure
Probably not
Definitely not

Comments:
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Now we would like some general In formation about your child.
16.

What is the age of your hearing-impaired child?

15.

What grade in school- is he/she .in at this time?

Thank you for vour time and, cooperation.
If you are interested in
receiving a summary of the results of this study, please enclose
your name and address on a separate piece of paper.

appendix
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LETTERS' OF REQUEST
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March 28,' J986

Dear Parents:
The following survey was designed, to determine how parents feel
regarding mainstreaming of their hearing-impaired children.
There
is limited research on this subject, it is hoped that through your
participation, valuable information may be gained regarding parents'
attitudes towards the complex issue.of mainstreaming. A summary
of the results of this study will be made available to you .upon its
completion.
If you are interested in receiving the results, please
enclose your name «nd address on a separate paper with your completed
'questionnaire.
The names and addresses of the individuals will remain confidential
and will not be associated with any of the results of this study.
Please return your completed questionnaire in the enclosed selfaddressed stamped envelope by April 21, 3986.
Thank you for your time and cooperation.
If you have any questions,
please feel free to call me at (701) 777-3222.
Sincerely,

Melody Vacho 1
Graduate Student

Brian V. Reynolds, Ph.D., CCC-A
Assistant Professor
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May 3, 1986

Dear Parents:
A few weeks ago a survey was mailed to you regarding your attitudes
on your child's education.
I have not yet received a completed
survey from you so. I a m ’again asking for your help in completing
this .study.
Whether your child attends -a residential school for the deaf or is
mainstreamed into the nubile schools, it is very important to deter
mine your attitudes towards your child's education.
It is hoped
that through your participation, valuable information may be gained
regarding parent’s feelings about their child's education as well as
any opinions you may have on mainstreaming.
Let me stress again that
your child does net need to be mainstreamed in order for you to
complete this survey.
The names and addresses of the individuals will remain confidential
and will not be associated with any of the results of this study.
Please return your completed questionnaire in the enclosed selfaddressed stamped envelope by May 2b, 1986.
Thank you for your time and cooperation.
If you have any questions,
please feel free to call me at; (701) 777-3232.
Sincerely,

Melody Verbal
Graduate Student

Brian W.' Reynolds, Pli.D. .. CCC-A
Ass istant Professor

APPENDIX C

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES PROM HEARING PARENT
FOR THOSE QUESTIONS WITH COMMENTS
OR WRITTEN RESPONSES

'1
TABLE

7

RESPONSES OF ELEVEN HEARING PARENTS TO QUESTION 3:
WHAT DOES "EDU a TIONAL MAINSTREAMING"
MEAN TO YOU?

.Subject

•

Response

1

Lea<;t restrictive environment allowing my son to
benefit from all classes available in his grade
level.
Being able to participate in school events.
Socializing and working with hearing kids.

2

It means attending the same classes as the other
children his age - with support services - not
separated because of his impairment.

3

No response.
Educating children wit!', special needs in a traditional
classroom setting, providing support services as
needed..

5

Putting the child in the least restrictive classroom.
Having the handicapped child in the same classroom
as. the regular class.

6

Removing chi Idren from special, schools for handicapped
and placing them in public classrooms with limited
-help.
My child- has an opportunity to get as "normal"
atmosphere •in education as she can with-her handicap,
o but spccidx services where needed.
Allowing your child to participate in regular
education activities, but having a base of educational
support within a "special" educational setting, i.e.,
ha^d-of-hearing classroom.

9

That my child can be educated in a regular classroom
with normal hearing children

10

Putting a hearing-impaired child in a normal, school
room.

]J

Getting an education in an environment in which they
are used to living in.

TABLE

Subject

12

7— Continued

Response

Placing my child in a public school and being
forced Co depend on an inadequate special needs
program to provide that child his education.
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TABLE

8

RESPONSES OF TWELVE HEARING PARENTS TO QUESTION A:
HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE YOUR FEELINGS
' TOWARDS MAINSTREAMING?

Subject

Response

Comment

1

Strong agreement with
mainstreaming

No comment.

2

Agreement with
mainstreaming

We are definitely in favor of
mainstreaming.
However not
every handicapped child is able
to be mainstreamed. .Many points
suci) as available staff,
cooperation of teachers and
administrators, and the
individual child must certainly
he considered.

3

Neutral

No comment.

4

Strong agreement
with mainstreaming

Our'family feels very strong
about keeping our son at home.
We want to impart to him our
values and morals.
We want to
discipline him according to our.
standards.
Most importantly, we
want him to remain a vital part
of our family’s daily life.
We
want him to be important to all
members of our extended family
and we want them all to be
Important to him.
This would be
hard to achieve on a "weekends
only" basis.

5

Agreement with
mainstreaming

No comment.

6

Strong disagreement,
with mainstreaming

1 feel that placing a child with
a hearing, sight, or mental
handicap into a public classroom
puts that chi.Jd at a severe
d !sacivantage .

7

Agreement with
mainstreaming

No comment.
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8
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inued

Response

Comment

8

Strong agreement
wl t'li ranins t reaming

No comment.

9

Strong agreement
with tna in s trearning

Mv child will five in a hearing
world and needs to be educated
in that environment.

10

Strong .agreement
with mainstreaming

No comment.

'1

Strong agreement
with mainstreaming

No comment.

12

Strong agreement
with mainstreaming

Subject

1 don’t feel that the .public
school system's special needs
programs are advanced enough to
be able to provide proper
education to the hearingimpaired.
Children who are deaf
and moderately to severely
handicapped hearing loss do not
‘have enough communication skills
to utilize an interpreter In a
classroom environment.
Certainly, my son, age 8 anc! a
second grader at NDSD, doesn't
have enough skills to use an
interpreter, vet with the
educational system at NDSD he
is doing work at a 2 nd grade
level.
J would very much like
to see a public school system
with a special needs program
equal to that of NDSD.
At that
time I might consider main
streaming my son.
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9

RESPONSES OF TWELVE HEARING PARENTS' TO QUESTION 5:
PLEASE RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:
"ALL HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILDREN SHOULD
BE MAINSTREAMED."

Subjnet

Response

Comments

1

Disagree

Each child is different.

*•>

Disagree

No comment.

3.

Strongly disagree

Each child's parents should
what they feel is best for
their child.

*
4

'

Disagree

Vie have visited three
residential programs.
The good
ones were very impressive and
viable alternatives to main
streaming.
There are situations
which mandate residential place
ment.
With uncooperative school
staff or without total commitment
and support, the mainstreaming a
profoundly deaf child would be a
great strain on the family unit.
-We .may opt for one of these in
the future depending on changing
circumstances.

5

Neutral

No comment.

6

Strongly disagree

Only these with such a small
amount of hearing loss that they
do not need manual communication
would benefit by this.

7

Disagree

No comment.

8

Strongly disagree

For at least extracurricular
activities.
I feel all teachers
should learn a basic core sign
vocabulary to use with HOH
children. Child should learn
some 1 ip rending a 1 so .
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Subject

Response

Comment

9 .

Disagree

Each child Is an individual.
Mainstreaming may be very
difficult tor some.
My feeling
would be to give them a chance
to see if it would be good for
them.

10

Neutral

The personality and natural
learning ability of the special
child has to be considered, also
his degree of hearing impairment.

!1

Strongly agree

A hearing-impaired child needs to
be taught in an environment in
which they are used to.
it's
also important for hearing
children to learn how to
communicate with hearing- ■
impaired.

Strongly disagree

A child has to have communication
skills in order to participate in
a mainstreaming program.
Many
hearing-impaired children have no
communication until they are A
and 5 years old at which time
they are enrolled at NDSD.
They
begin at a«j infant's level and
must learn all the communication
skills n hearing ciiiid already
possesses in a very short time.

3 2.

-

»\ ''»'■■' .. ..*.-
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TABLE 10
RESPONSES OK TWELVE HEARING PARENTS TO QUESTION 6 a:
WHAT TYPE OF SCHOOL DOES YOUR 'CHILD ATTEND?
*‘,
‘
•
Subject’

O’

Response

1

Public

2

Public

3 '

Residential

4

Public

5

Public

6

Residen t ia1

7

Public

8

Public

* o

Pub!ic

10

Public

I1

Pub 1ic

12

Resident ini

TABLE

11

RESPONSES OF TWELVE HEARING PARENTS TO QUESTION 8 :
IF YOU HAD TO MAKE THE DECISION AGAIN AS TO WHICH
TYPE OF SCHOOL YOUR CHILD WOULD ATTEND
WOULD YOU CHOOSE THE SAME SCHOOL?

Response

Comment

Definitely yes

Because he is progressing, so
we 1 1 .

Definitely ves

Our child has gone to a
residential school for the deaf
for 3 years and then 'for 7 years
in public school.
It has
worked very well.

Definitely y.es

I feel he got a good education.
He could be involved in things
that he probably wouldn't have
at public school.

Definitely yes

Wc have had excellent
cooperation from our school and
community.
It has been good
for all students in our school.

Definitely yes

The school system,
administration, and children arcgreat .

Definitely yes

Because that school has provided
a comj> 1 etc well rouncled
educational plan to her.
It has
also taught her total
communication enabling her to
communicate effectively in almost
any situation.
It has also
taught her self-confidence.

Probably yes

It's the only one with the
se rvi ces

Definitely

Kelly has an excellent hard-ofheuring program.

vch

Definitely yes

Because my child is doing very
well where he is now without
disrupting out family life.
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Subject

Jl--C o n tin u e d

Response

Comment

10

Definitely yes

Because he is able to stay at
home and go to a "normal"
school.

11

Definitely yes

Because it's a small school, the
.location of the. school, and it's
Important for her to be with her
family.

12

•Definitely yes

Mv son has progressed beyond my
exj ec tat ions at NDSD.
The
dedication of teachers,
administration, and all others
Involved with my child is most
amazing and admirable.
I don't
feel any other school s.astern can
offer the quality of ed iqation
and personal development that
•NDSD has provided.
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TABLE

1.2

RESPONSES OF TWELVE HEARING PARENTS TO QUESTION 12:
HOW MANY YEARS- OF SCHOOL DID YOU COMPLETE?

'Subject

Response

Some college

J

High school graduate (female)
Some college (male)
3

High school graduate

4

Some college
4 year college graduate

• 5
6

Some college
Other (Vocational Technical Institute)

.7
8

*

Advanced degree

9

Some college

1.0

Some cdllege

11

High school graduate (female)
2 year college graduate (male)

12

2 year college graduate
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13

RESPONSES OF TWELVE HEARING PARENTS TO QUESTION 13:
CONSIDERING^THE EDUCATION YOU HAVE RECEIVED,
DO YOU FEEL.THAT IT HAS INFLUENCED THE
CHOICE OF YOUR CHILD'S EDUCATION?

Subject

Response

Comment

I

Definitely yes

I've had interpreter training
for the deaf and have attended
many workshops on deafness.

n'
4

Probably yes

No comment.

3’

-Probably yes

I want him to have a good
education more, than what 1 had.

u

Probably yes

I think self-motivation is very
important in education. Wc are
all "recreational readers."
This is self propagating in
families and we wanted our son
exposed to much reading to
encourage him to pick up hooks
on his own.

5

Probably not

6

Unsure

7

Probably yes.

,

No _common t .'
No comment.

1

.■

1 learned to talk to people
about the needs 1 or these
chi 1 dren.

a

Definitely yes

I have a M.A. in Speech-Language
Pathology1 realized the
importance of having my HOH
child in an educational setting
where she could receive HOH
services, If needed but where
she could also be placed in
regular education as Kelly
School program offers.

9

Unsure

No comment.

Probab.lv ves

No comment .

10

TABLE

1 3 — Con t i n u e d

Response

Comment

Probably yes

No comment.

Ensure

1 did not have ny degree at the
time of my son's enrollment at
NDSD, however, the importance
of the quality of my education
or my son's is equal.
My
attitudes towards education in
general had a big Influence.
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14

RESPONSES OF TWELVE HEARING PARENTS TO QUESTION 14:
WHAT l S THE AGE OF YOUR HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILD?

Suhjec t

•

Re;.panso

1

15 yea rs

)

13 years

3

?2 years

Mt

6 years

3

10 years
13 years

b

20 years

7

6 years

8

6 years

9

7 years

10

■

6 yea rs

11

( vu.i rs

12

S years
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15

RESPONSES OF TWELVE HEARING PARENTS TO QUESTION 15:
WHAT GRADE IN SCHOOL IS HE/SHF. AT THIS TIME?

Subject

Response

Grade 9
Grade 8
3

Not enrolled

U

Grade 1

5

Grade 5
Grade 7

6

Grade 12

7

Kindergarten

8

Kindergarten

9

K.indergar ten

10

Preschool.

I1

Grade 2

12

Grade 2

‘APPENDIX D

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES OP HEARING-IMPAIRED PARENTS
FOR THOSE QUESTIONS WITH COMMENTS
OR WRITTEN RESPONSES
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TABLE lb
RESPONSES OF FIVE HEARING-IMPAIRED PARENTS TO QUESTION
WHAT DOES "EDUCATIONAL MAINSTREAMING"
MEAN TO YOU?

Sitbj ec.t

3:

Response

1 ■

Our opinion the children who are deaf should
not go to mainstreaming, they will not learn.

n

The deaf kids going to the public school.

3

Able to take up more.
To compete more with
liearing kids and. get ahead more, learn more
manners, ways of talking, etc.

*

•

A.

The educational mainstreaming means that
hearing-impaired student can be nut in public
school with interpreter help provided to
hen r ing-impai red.

5

Educational mainstreaming is a place where
the hearing-impaired child went to and be
with the hearing child but where* is the
hearing-impaired communicnt on.
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I7

RESPONSES OF FIVE HEARING-IMPAIRED PARENTS TO QUESTION 4:
HOW WOULD YOU CHARACTERIZE YOUR FEELINGS
TOWARDS MAINSTREAMING?

Response •

Comment

1

Strong disagreement
w j.th niains tre am in g

The deal child will have not
learning because if the
interpreter is fair or bad at
public school.
It kids in
public school use straight
speech or poor interpreter, then
kids in future will have poor
learning.

2

Neutral

No comment.

3

. Neutral

4

Neutral

Tlie child of hearing parent will
be difficult - better go to
school for the deaf.
In junior
high school and high school all
deaf children better go to
school for the deaf except any
deaf student good in lessons can
go to public schools.

'3

Disagreement with
mainstreaming

1 am strongly against mainstreaming.
There are no social,
sports, common 1 cation very well
in public school.

Subject

My son said lie wished lie would
go to ma ins tre am ing classes,
but especially think part
mainstreaming is okay for some.

TABLE

18

RESPONSES OF FIVE HEARING-IMPAIRED PARENTS TO QUESTION 5:
PLEASE RESPOND TO THE FOLLOWLN . STATEMENT:
ALL HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILDREN SHOULD
BE MAINSTREAMED.

Subject

1

3.

U

Response

Comment

Strongly disagree

All deaf children should go to
school for the deaf.

S trn n g .1y iijsa g r c e

No comment.

. Nei rral

Not al l should go to.mainstreaming depending on individual.
Some will be able to go while
the slow Learner who is totally
deaf gets along better at school
lor deaf.
J

Strongly disagree

Depends on deaf student and
parents.

Dj sagrec

Think of elilid's sake in the
future not parents or any adult's
fee 1 ings.
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19

RESPONSES OF FIVE HEARING-IMPAIRED PARENTS TO QUESTION 8 :
IF YOU HAD TO MAKE THE DECISION AGAIN AS TO WHICH
TYPE OF SCHOOL YOUR CHILD WOULD ATTEND WOULD
YOU CHOOSE THE SAME SCHOOL?

Subject' •

Respon.se

Comment

1

Probably yes

No comment.

>

Definitely yes

No comment.

3

Probably not

My son always said he could get.
along at hearing school and
would be able to get ahead mere
thac w a y .

A

Probably yes

That is win re child is happy.

5

Probably yes

It will develop the child better
in the residential school, it
will prepare his/her life in
the future.

smim^iRira
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TABLE 20
RESPONSES OF FIVE HEARING-IMPAIRED PARENTS TO QUESTION 12:
HOW MANY YEARS OF SCHOOL DID YOU COMPLETE?

Sub j pc t

1

Re.spoilsc*

High school graduate (male)
Some college (female)

.*■)

U year college graduate

3-

High school graduate

U

Some college

5

Other (Vocational Technical Institute)

11
TABLE 21

1

1
i

!

Response
1
i

I

1

i
i

f

i

RESPONSES OF FIVE HEARTNG-IMPAIRED PARENTS TO QUESTION 13
CONSIDERING THE EDUCATION YOU HAVE RECEIVED DO YOU
FEEL THAT IT HAS INFLUENCED THE CHOICE
OF YOUR CHILD'S EDUCATION?

1

No response

2

Definitely yes

•>
j

Probably yes

t

Probably yes

5

Definitely yes
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TABLE 22
RESPONSES Or FIVE HEARING-IMPAIRED PARENTS TO QUESTION 14:
WHAT IS THE AGE OF YOUR HEARING-IMPAIRED CHILD?

Subject

1

2

Response.

5 years
6 years
19 years
22 years

24 ye., rs
3

19 years

4

7 years
9 years
1 1 years

5 .

1 2 yea rs

LI

79

TABLE 23
‘RESPONSES OF FIVE HEARING-IMPAIRED*PAREN IS TO QUESTION 15:
WHAT GRADE IN SCHOOL IS HE/SHE AT THIS TIME?

Response

Sul. jec t

1.

Preschool.
Kindergarten

2

College freshman
College junior
Not enrolled

3

College freshman

,

5

Grade one
Grade three
Grade six
Grade six
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